
EQUIPMAN & ENIMAN

EQUIPMAN is the software solution for managing and monitoring the smooth 
functioning of all the equipment related activities in the project.

ENIMAN is used for managing all the electrical & instrumentation related 
activities in the construction project.



Catalogue based piping specification can be generated quickly with the help of user friendly filter queries.

One can also generate company specific catalogue.From the piping classes, the application automatically
creates the list of the project piping components(component catalogue) which will be used as reference 
to carry out the Material Take-Off.

Branch table defines the type of connecting components for the line intersections between various header 
and branch size combinations. The application will automatically provide the necessary branch components
detail from the piping classes connected to the branchtable. Piping Assemblies like vents, drains, instrument 
connections etc. can be managed in the application. The Predefined piping assemblies are then used in 
Material Take-Off,allowing users to just define the number of count of assemblies & automatically calculate 
& provide the breakup of piping component details of the assemblies in the Material Take-off.

EQUIPMAN & ENIMAN

EQUIPMAN is the solution for managing & monitoring the status / activities of equipment erection in the 
construction site.

ENIMAN is the solution for managing & monitoring the status / activities of installation of Tagged instrumen-
tation items in the construction site.

The installation of an equipment opens up the front for erection of lines connected to the equipment nozzles. 
The front opens up for the installation of the list of measuring & monitoring instruments which are directly 
connected to the equipments and to the lines of equipment connected lines.

The equipment list , instrument tag list , control valve list , line data sheet , Equipment nozzle list , valve list 
etc. is taken as the input data from the process  engineering data source.

The progress of equipments erected,  tonnage and the date of erection. The Progress of installation of 
instruments & date of installation is monitored & available as output.

Total list of equipments in the project, the status of erection of equipment, number of equipments erected / 
balance to erect, equipment tonnage erected / balance to erect, scheduled date & actual date of erection etc. 
is monitored through the solution.
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